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Let V, be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q), and let 0 < k < n.
We consider the question of generating sets of basis vectors for k-dimensional subspaces V, of V, in two ways: (a) the sequential generation of a
set of basis vectors for every such subspace and (b) the random selection
of such a subspace V, in such a way that all subspaces have equal a priori
probabilities of being chosen. Such questions are of interest in coding
theory.
The answer to the first question has been known for some time and
comes from the row-echelon, or “Schubert,” form of the k x IZ matrix B
whose rows are the basis vectors: We fix a k-subset (a, ,..., a,) = S
of {I, 2,..., n}. In the columns of B which correspond to S we enter a
k x k identity matrix. In row i of B we enter 0 in all columns j > a, ,
for i = 1,..., k. Finally the
N = 5 ai -

i i ) = N(S)

i=l

remaining entries of B may be assigned independently to elements of the
field. Hence for the given subset S we obtain qN sets of basis vectors,
each describing a different subspace V, . By varying S we obtain all of the
desired V, , and of course
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is the total number of such Vk.
Before discussing our algorithm for uniformly random selection, we
mention, briefly, two others which may come immediately to mind.
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First. we might imagine hxing a k z,,.X identity matrix 111the t:rs~ L
columns of a I\ :( II matrix, and choosing the remaining k(~
h ) elements
independently from the tieid. This proposal results in nonuniform distri‘:. ‘ )“CT
bution, and in an essential way. For example, with h
2. !/
GF(2). we would choose from the four basis matrices

with equal probability. Of these four vector spaces, the last has alt nonzero
vectors of weight (number of l’s) at least 2, while the other three spaces
have minimum weight 1. Actually, however, the probability that a random
Vz C V, over GF(2) will have minimum weight 2 is l/7.
A second proposal might be to select the rows of the matrix independently, and check each one for independence from its predecessors.
Here the distribution is uniform, but the independence check of the jth
vector will require Cjn operations, for a total of Cnk2 units of labor altogether. Our algorithm operates in time Cnk which is minimal for the
problem since there are nk items of output: the matrix elements. Indeed,
as will be seen, at each stage of the algorithm we either fill in a whole row
and column with zeros and a single 1, or else we fill in a whole column with
independently randomly chosen elements from the field. We, therefore,
can output the basis matrix essentially just as fast as we can write it down!
We begin with the well known identity

and we think of the two terms on the right as counting complementary
subsets of the totality of basis matrices I3 in echelon form: the first term
counts those k x n matrices B = (bij)i=l,LZjEI,n for which bI1 -= 1.
bi, = 0 (1 < i < k), bIj = 0 (1 < j < n) and for which necessarily
the remaining (k - 1) x (n -- 1) array is the basis matrix of a Vk-.l C V,-,
(i.e., has rank k - 1). The second term counts the other busis matrices 3,
i.e., those whose first column is an arbitrary vector of Vr,, and for which
the remaining k x (n ~-~1) array is the basis matrix of a V, C V,-, (i.e.,
has rank k).
The fraction of all subspaces which are of the first kind is
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and so if n, k, q are given, the full algorithm is as follows:
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(A) r+-1;s~1.
(B) Choose a random number E. If [ < pk+l--r,n+l--s, go to (C);
Otherwise, choose independently at random from the field the elements
bi, (i = r, k), set s c s + 1 and go to (D).
(C) Set byi+-- (j=s+l,n);
b,,+O
(i=r+l,k);
b,,+-I;
rtr+l;sts+l.
(D) If r < k, go to (B); exit.
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